V-FM waveforms, composed of two chirp signals with the opposite slopes, can also achieve high range resolution with wide bandwidth via intrapulse frequency modulation. In this paper, a framework for inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging of moving targets with V-FM waveforms is investigated, where the range compression of the received signals is achieved by the dual-channel dechirping and the azimuth compression is done via the traditional Fourier transform (FT). The two corresponding reconstructed temporary high-resolution range profiles (HRRPs) from the double channels are synthesized for the HRRPs of the target, in which one is flipped from left to right and added to the other. Then the final HRRPs are arranged into a two-dimensional (2D) array and the azimuth compression is done via FT to achieve the ISAR imaging after the motion compensation. Simulated trials, adopting the scattering center modeling of the Yak-42 plane, are used to validate the correctness of the analyses and the finally well-focused images greatly support the effectiveness of V-FM waveforms in ISAR imaging.
Introduction
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) is a powerful tool in many civilian and military fields such as air traffic control, harbor and river traffic surveillance, and remote sensing of satellites, benefiting from the superiorities such as robust performance under all-weather conditions, high-resolution images, and long detection range [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The high-resolution image even can be utilized for the purposes of feature extraction and target recognition of noncooperative targets [9] [10] [11] . In order to improve the range resolution and the detection range, large time-bandwidth product waveforms, such as chirp signal, frequency-stepped signal, and frequencystepped chirp signal, are commonly utilized in modern imaging radar systems [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The superiority of chirp signal is that it can improve the range resolution while maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) via intrapulse frequency modulation and pulse compression technology. However, due to the "ridge" ambiguity function of chirp signals, inevitable ambiguity appears in range and velocity. Frequency-stepped signal, achieving high range resolution without expensive hardware to support the instantaneous wide bandwidth, takes relatively long time duration to complete the transmitting and receiving process of each burst.
V-FM signal, possessing a "thumbtack" ambiguity function as mentioned in [17] , is potential in mitigating the ambiguity appearing in range and velocity while achieving highresolution range profiles (HRRPs). Since V-FM waveforms are composed of two chirp signals with the opposite slopes, range compression can be achieved by the dual-channel matched filtering (MF). According to the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem, a signal can be reconstructed exactly from measurements uniformly sampled by an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) whose sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency of the signal. Thus, a high quality ADC is extremely needed to recover the wideband V-FM signal which may become practically infeasible. Fortunately, dechirping algorithm can also achieve pulse compression of chirp waveforms while reducing the sampling rate of ADC significantly. The concept of dechirping is to distinguish scattering centers in different downrange bins with lower sampling rate compared with MF-based methods, in which the wideband waveforms are mixed with a reference signal with the same chirp rate as the transmitted chirp signal. After dechirping processing, signals of the scattering centers in different downrange bins are referred to corresponding single frequencies. Then after the Fourier transform (FT), single frequencies can be resolved and the HRRPs are also achieved. In the applications of wideband inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging, the reconstructed HRRPs are rearranged into a two-dimensional (2D) matrix (the number of range cells against the number of pulses) and the final ISAR image can be obtained via the azimuth compression algorithm on the 2D matrix after target motion compensation [18] . Due to the special characteristics of the V-FM waveforms, a dual-channel dechirping algorithm is proposed to recover the HRRPs of moving targets in this paper. The main idea of dual-channel dechirping of wideband V-FM waveforms is that two temporary HRRPs are reconstructed from the two independent channels with dechirping processing and one is flipped from left to right and added to the other to synthesize the final HRRPs. Then the rearranged 2D matrix of synthesized HRRPs is utilized to form the ISAR image after motion compensation. This paper is organized as follows. The pulse compression via dual-channel dechirping is discussed in detail in Section 2. In Section 3, HRRPs synthesis of wideband V-FM waveforms after the dual-channel dechirping and ISAR image formation are addressed. Simulated results are carried out in Section 4 to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the conclusions are made in Section 5.
Signal Model of V-FM Waveforms
The signal model of wideband V-FM waveforms and the corresponding pulse compression of moving targets via dualchannel dechirping are devoted in this section.
Signal Modeling.
Assume that the complex V-FM waveform in zero intermediate frequency form is composed of two chirp signals with the opposite slopes as shown in Figure 1 , which follows
wherêrepresents the fast time, is the pulse width, ⋅ is the multiplicative operator, and rect(̂/ ) is the rectangle function which follows
0, else,
is the chirp rate and the bandwidth = . Redefine tworectangle function:
and then (1) can be rewritten as After the upconversion, we have the transmitted V-FM waveform as follows:
where 0 is the carrier frequency, is the slow time, is the full time, and̂= − . Suppose that the pulse repetition interval (PRI) of radar is PRI ; then = PRI . The geometry of ISAR imaging is shown in Figure 2 . The local coordinate system is embedded on the target with the radar line of sight (LOS) being the -axis and the point on the target is chosen as the origin. The target has the circular motion with a rotation rate rad/s and the range from ISAR to is denoted as 0 . Consider a scattering center ( , ) on a moving target with being the scattering coefficient and ≈ 0 + + being the range from scattering center to ISAR; the echo of the scattering center can be written as
where is the speed of the electromagnetic wave. For the sake of notation simplicity, the dependence of on will be omitted in the subsequently equations.
Pulse Compression via Dual-Channel Dechirping.
The reference signals of the two channels can be expressed, respectively, as 
where Δ = − ref .
The first exponentials of if-1 (̂, ) and if-2 (̂, ) in (9) are the range items which produce beat frequencies 2 Δ / and −2 Δ / , respectively. The second exponentials of if-1 (̂, ) and if-2 (̂, ) in (9) account for Doppler and the third exponentials are the residual video phase (RVP). The RVP of each channel can be removed by the translation motion compensation (TMC) algorithms [7] . Taking FT of in (9) in terms of , the two temporary HRRPs of the double channels in the frequency domain, after the two RVPs and constant terms are removed, are obtained as follows:
It can be seen that the two temporary HRRPs form the dual-channel dechirping being with the same amplitude but symmetrical about zero in the frequency domain.
HRRPs Synthesis and ISAR Image Formation
After the two temporary HRRPs are achieved, the second temporary HRRPs if-2 ( , ) can be flipped from left to right and we have
where fliplr (⋅) represents flipping the left part of the HRRPs to the right part of them in frequency domain. Then the finally synthesized HRRPs can be obtained as
After multiplying a constant conversion coefficient 2 / , the HRRPs in the original frequency domain can be transformed into the downrange domain as
where represents the downrange domain. 
Thus, the Doppler frequency of scattering center ( , ) can be calculated as
Then after the azimuth compression via FT, the final ISAR image formation follows as
where denotes the whole observation time and is the Doppler domain. Then the cross-range scaling of ISAR image can be achieved by = /2 0 , after the rotation rate rad/s of moving targets is known or estimated [21, 22] .
The flow chart of HRRPs reconstruction after the RVP of each channel is removed and ISAR image formation with wideband V-FM waveforms via dual-channel dechirping are shown in Figure 3. 
Simulated Results
To analyze the performance of the proposed HRRPs reconstruction and ISAR image formation via the dualchannel dechirping technique, two aspects should be counted: the reconstructed HRRPs and the ultimate ISAR image after azimuth compression. We simulate radar echoes of moving targets with simple and complex shapes (Yak-42 model) to validate the effect of wideband V-FM waveforms in the applications of high-resolution ISAR imaging. The carrier frequency and the signal bandwidth of the V-FM waveforms are 0 = 10 GHz in X-band and = 300 MHz, respectively. The radar pulse width is 100 s and the PRI is 1 KHz. Then the range resolution is = /2 = 0.5 m and the main parameters of Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are listed in Table 1 . The number of downrange samples of each channel is 128; thus the total number of downrange samples is 256 which is much less than that in conventional pulse compression algorithms under the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem, such as MF. Figure 4 The finally synthesized HRRPs shown in Figure 5 (d) via the addition of temporary HRRPs of channel 1 and channel 2 are robust which is also in accordance with the real HRRPs accurately. It should be noted that since the V-FM waveforms are coherent while the noises are independent, the SNR of synthesized HRRPs are twice that of single HRRPs from channel 1 and channel 2 actually.
Reconstructed HRRPs of Simple Target. The modeling of the simples target is shown in

Reconstructed HRRPs of Simple Target with Various SNRs.
Gaussian distributed complex noise with four groups of SNRs, 5 dB, 0 dB, −5 dB, and −10 dB, are adopted here to illuminate the effect of the HRRPs reconstruction algorithm in a more realistic scenario.
The synthesized HRRPs are shown in Figure 6 and it can be seen that artificial scattering centers in the reconstructed HRRPs increase with the SNR decreases. Further, it can be observed that the recovered HRRPs are robust when SNR = 5 dB and 0 dB shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) . However, when SNR is less than −5 dB, the weak scatterers in the recovered HRRPs cannot be distinguished from the noise as shown in Figure 6 (c) and the reconstructed HRRPs are contaminated by the noise significantly when SNR = −10 dB, as shown in Figure 6 (d). Similar to Section 4.2, four groups of Gaussian distributed complex noise with SNRs, 5 dB, 0 dB, −5 dB and −10 dB, are added to the 256 collected echoes and the corresponding ISAR imaging results are shown in Figure 9 .
ISAR Image Formation of
In a high SNR case, for example, SNR = 5 dB and SNR = 0 dB shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) , the ISAR images are focused and the scatterers are clearly distinguished. However, when SNR = −5 dB, some weak scatterers of the plane are covered by the noise and the ISAR image of the plane is almost invisible when the SNR = −10 dB. From the four simulated results with noise, the analyses in Section 4.2 are demonstrated.
Conclusions
Based on the characteristics of wideband V-FM waveforms, both of the MF and the dechirping algorithms can be applied on the HRRPs reconstruction. The novelty of this paper is that it proposed and validated the effect of wideband V-FM waveforms in the application of HRRPs reconstruction and ISAR imaging of moving targets. Via dualchannel dechirping, the finally synthesized HRRPs from the two independent channels were robust and in accordance with the real HRRPs and the final ISAR image formation was also focused under high SNR conditions. Under various SNRs, the recovered HRRPs of wideband V-FM waveforms were also addressed which reveals that the reconstructed HRRPs were robust when SNR is no less than −10 dB.
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